	
  

	
  

Misunderstood Children
The combination of marked strengths and weaknesses found in 2e children can result in behavior
and academic performance that puzzle parents, teachers, and even some medical and mental
health professionals. Because their disabilities or deficits are often not apparent to those around
them, twice-exceptional children may appear to be uninterested, lazy, distracted, or disruptive in
class. They might present any of the three profiles identified by educator and researcher Susan
Baum:
•
•
•

Bright but not trying hard enough
Learning disabled but with no exceptional abilities
Average.

In each situation, the 2e student’s strengths help to compensate for deficits; the deficits, on the
other hand, make the child’s strengths less apparent.[1] The interplay of exceptional strengths and
weaknesses in a single individual results in inconsistency in performance. A 2e student’s grades
commonly alternate between high and low, sometimes within the same subject. The child might
have advanced vocabulary and ideas but be unable to organize those ideas and express them on
paper. He might be a skilled artist or builder but turn in assignments that are messy or illegible.
She might complete assignments but lose them or forget to turn them in. To the parents and
teachers observing this behavior, it may seem that the child just isn’t trying. In fact, many 2e
children work as hard if not harder than others, but with less to show for their efforts. This
struggle to accomplish tasks that appear easy for other students can leave 2e children frustrated,
anxious, and depressed. It can rob them of their enthusiasm and energy for school and damage
their self-esteem.

Identifying Twice Exceptionality
Children identified as twice exceptional can exhibit a wide range of traits, many of them typical
of gifted children. Like those who are gifted, 2e children often show greater asynchrony than
average children (that is, a larger gap between their mental age and physical age). They are often
intense and highly sensitive to their emotional and physical environments. The following chart
summarizes characteristics commonly seen in this population.
Typical Characteristics of Twice-Exceptional Children[2]
Strengths

Deficits

* Superior vocabulary

* Poor social skills

* Advanced ideas and opinions

* High sensitivity to criticism

* High levels of creativity and problem-solving
ability

* Lack of organizational and study skills

* Extremely curious, imaginative, and
questioning

* Discrepant verbal and performance skills

* Wide range of interests not related to school

* Poor performance in one or more academic
areas

* Penetrating insight into complex issues

* Difficulty with written expression

* Specific talent or consuming interest area

* Stubborn, opinionated demeanor

* Sophisticated sense of humor

* High impulsivity

Twice exceptionality often shows up in school. In their early years, these children often seem
bright, with varied interests and advanced vocabularies; and many times parents are unaware that
they have a 2e child. Teachers often spot problems in school. During the early years it may be
social difficulties. The 2e child may find it hard to make friends and fit in. Academic problems
often appear later. As work demands increase, teachers may see a drop or inconsistencies in the
student’s performance, sometimes accompanied by an increase in problem behaviors. Some 2e
students withdraw, showing reluctance to speak out or take other risks in class; while others play
the class clown. Some are unable to stay focused, find it hard to sit still and work quietly, and
have difficulty controlling anger or frustration.
If these difficulties persist, school personnel or parents may decide that evaluation is needed.
Along with a physical examination, children may undergo psycho-educational testing to
determine the cause of their struggles. The professionals who take part in the process should be
knowledgeable about giftedness. Some characteristics of giftedness can look very much like
those of a learning disability or disorder and, as a result, gifted children are sometimes
incorrectly diagnosed with disorders.[3] Evaluation results should indicate the child’s areas of
strength and weakness and identify whether any disorders or learning disabilities are present. In
addition, the results should include information on what the child needs in order to build on the
strengths and compensate for the weaknesses that have been identified.
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